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Abstract Inadequate policy surveillance has undermined the effectiveness of multilateral
climate agreements. To illustrate an alternative approach to transparency, I evaluate policy
surveillance under the 2009 G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement. The Leaders of the Group of
20 nations tasked their energy and finance ministers to identify and phase-out fossil fuel
subsidies. The G-20 leaders agreed to submit their subsidy reform strategies to peer review and
to independent expert review conducted by international organizations. This process of
developed and developing countries pledging to pursue the same policy objective, designing
and publicizing implementation plans, and subjecting plans and performance to review by
international organizations differs considerably from the historic approach under the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change. This paper draws lessons from the fossil fuel
subsidies agreement for climate policy surveillance.

1 Introduction
The combustion of fossil fuels represents a majority of the anthropogenic contribution to
global climate change. To mitigate fossil fuel carbon dioxide emissions, an extensive literature
has focused on pricing fossil fuels’ carbon externality (Aldy et al. 2010). This focus on carbon
pricing instruments misses what is an important first step in Bgetting prices right^ for fossil
fuels in much of the world. With about three-fifths of the world population living in countries
with subsidized fuels and electricity,1 an efficient energy policy would first eliminate fossil fuel
subsidies and then explore ways to price carbon. While the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations have been silent on fossil fuel subsidies, the Group
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of 20 (G-20) leaders, representing the largest developed and developing countries, agreed to
phase-out fossil fuel subsidies at their 2009 Pittsburgh summit.
This fossil fuel subsidies elimination agreement illustrates the potential for narrowly
focused, small group approaches to coordinate international action on climate change. This
agreement can leverage G-20 countries’ own economic and fiscal interests in reforming
subsidies. Doing so could minimize incentives for free-riding and serve as an important
building block to more effective climate policy. The G-20 agreement illustrates Stewart
et al. (2013) club strategy to promoting plurilateral regimes by focusing on non-climate
objectives (e.g., rationalizing energy prices) that can deliver meaningful greenhouse gas
emission reductions.
A distinctive design characteristic of the G-20 agreement is its transparency. Not only did
leaders pledge to phase out their subsidies, but they also agreed to a system of policy
surveillance. In this context, policy surveillance refers to the generation and analysis of
information on fossil fuel subsidy reform strategies, including, energy prices, emission
reductions, costs and cost-effectiveness, potential cross-border impacts, and ancillary benefits
(Aldy 2014). The G-20 leaders have agreed to regular reporting of self-identified subsidies and
subsidy phase-out strategies that are subject to review by experts at international organizations
and peers.
In this paper, I evaluate the key characteristics of the G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement,
with an emphasis on what can be learned from its transparency provisions. The next section of
the paper describes the G-20 agreement. Section three compares this approach under the
Pittsburgh agreement to the Kyoto Protocol approach. Section four addresses the question of
why countries may seek to coordinate international action on domestic policy reforms. In
section five, I draw lessons for climate policy from the G-20 agreement’s policy surveillance.
The final section concludes.

2 Overview of G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement
At the 2009 Pittsburgh G-20 summit, the leaders of the twenty largest developed and
developing nations agreed to Bphase out and rationalize over the medium term inefficient
fossil fuel subsidies while providing targeted support to the poorest^ (G-20 Leaders 2009). The
G-20 leaders called on all nations to eliminate their fossil fuel subsidies, and APEC leaders
echoed the call to phase out such subsidies at their 2009 Singapore summit. In 2009, these G20 and APEC countries represented about 96 % of global coal consumption, 83 % of global oil
consumption, and 61 % of global gas consumption, as well as 87 % of global coal production,
62 % of global gas production, and 57 % of global oil production.2
The focus on Binefficient fossil fuel subsidies^ in the G-20 agreement was intended to
permit some exceptions. Subsidies targeting low-income households – such as the U.S. Low
Income Home Energy Assistance Program – would be permitted under this agreement.
Subsidies for fossil fuel technologies that lower carbon emissions – such as carbon capture
and storage – would also be exempt. While some countries called for an explicit phase-out
date, the leaders agreed to an ambiguous Bmedium term^ timeframe for delivering on this
commitment.
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Leaders have agreed to many things in various BG-#^ summit declarations over the years,
but such BG-#^ processes do not provide the enforcement mechanisms common in treaty
agreements. Instead, leaders can raise the political cost – to their counterparts, their successors,
and even themselves – of failing to deliver on their commitments by making such failure
transparent (Chayes and Chayes 1991; Keohane 1998; Simmons 1998). In the G-20 agreement, leaders established processes of implementation and review to promote such transparency. Leaders tasked energy and finance ministers to identify their nation’s fossil fuel
subsidies, develop a plan for eliminating these subsidies, and report to leaders on their
progress. The G-20 published a summary report of each member’s identified subsidies and
the plan for eliminating them at the 2010 G-20 summit. Leaders have continued to task energy
and finance ministers to continue their efforts and report back regularly (G-20 2012).
To complement self-reporting, the G-20 leaders tasked four international organizations –
the International Energy Agency (IEA), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and the
World Bank – to undertake a joint assessment of fossil fuel subsidies. This includes an
examination of countries’ subsidies, their proposed subsidy reforms, as well as the aggregate
economic, energy, and environmental impacts of these subsidies. These international organizations published their joint report to G-20 leaders at the 2010 Toronto meeting and have
continued to provide analysis and reviews of countries’ implementation strategies. In addition
to these Joint Reports (2010a, b), the IEA (2013), OECD (2013), and the IMF (2013) have
produced their own estimates of country-specific fossil fuel subsidies.
At the 2013 G-20 summit, leaders supported broad participation in a voluntary
Bcountry-owned^ peer review process (G-20 Leaders 2013). Through this process, small
groups of G-20 nations work together in reviewing one or more nations within each
group that voluntarily submit their policies for review (G-20 2013). Third-party experts
and non-G20 countries may participate in the reviews at the reviewed country’s discretion. The peer review addresses the fossil fuel subsidies identified for phase out by the
country under review. A reviewed country may agree to a broader assessment, including
analysis of other potential subsidies, barriers to subsidy reform, etc. Initiated in 2014, the
first round of peer reviews address China and the United States, and the second round
address Germany and Mexico.

3 Comparing Kyoto to Pittsburgh
This section sets the foundation for drawing lessons from the G-20 fossil fuel subsidies
agreement for climate policy by comparing the Pittsburgh agreement with the status quo
approach to climate policy at the time, the Kyoto Protocol. The focus on review and
surveillance in Pittsburgh set the stage for the important role of transparency in the
Copenhagen Accord. The transition from the Kyoto architecture to the pledge and review
approach under Copenhagen has continued in the multilateral talks under the Durban Platform
for Enhanced Action, launched in 2011.
The Pittsburgh G-20 agreement to eliminate fossil fuel subsidies represents a fundamentally
different approach to tackling climate change than the Kyoto Protocol (Table 1). These
agreements reflect very different processes – the 20 largest developed and developing countries versus 190+ countries – that delivered very different products – a non-binding twoparagraph leaders’ agreement versus a 28-article protocol requiring ratification. The
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Table 1 Comparing the Pittsburgh architecture to the Kyoto architecture
Pittsburgh

Kyoto

Non-binding leaders’ agreement

Legally-binding treaty instrument

Developed and emerging nations; open club

Industrialized countries; closed club

Focus on policy instruments – agree on government policy
lever (reform energy prices)

Focus on environmental outcomes
(economy-wide emission goals)

Independent review of actions and nationally-reported reforms

Nationally-reported emission inventories

20 country process

190+ country process

architecture of these agreements has important implications for the design and implementation
of transparency mechanisms.
The structure of the Pittsburgh G-20 fossil fuel subsidies phase-out agreement differs
significantly from that of the Kyoto Protocol.3 The Kyoto Protocol is a top-down, legally
binding instrument, although there are no effective mechanisms to compel participation
in or to enforce compliance with its commitments.4 This agreement focused on environmental outcomes – economy-wide emission targets – for a closed club of industrialized
nations, but did provide the means for a developing country to take on an emission
commitment.5 The industrialized countries with commitments report annual emission
inventories to the UNFCCC secretariat, although most developing countries have reported no more than two annual emission inventories over the past two decades (Aldy 2013).
While there is a review of developed countries’ emissions estimates, there was very little
systematic review of policy actions that affect emissions in the pre-Copenhagen period
(Breidenich and Bodansky 2009).
In contrast, the Pittsburgh deal is a non-binding leaders’ agreement. Resulting from a
summit negotiation, the stakes of the Pittsburgh agreement for leaders are potentially greater
than what their negotiators agree to at annual UN climate talks. The absence of explicit
enforcement mechanisms, however, could lower the stakes. In contrast to the Kyoto
Protocol, which required emission commitments by one in five of the UNFCCC membership,
the Pittsburgh agreement called for full participation by its members in phasing out subsidies.
The Pittsburgh agreement focuses on policy instruments – agreement on a policy lever, as
opposed to national emissions over which governments have incomplete control – through an
open club architecture that encourages participation by non-G-20 countries. By structuring an
agreement around national governments’ specific, domestic actions, the agreement facilitates
assessments of whether countries delivered on, or at least made a good faith effort in delivering
on, their commitments (Victor 2007). The leaders requested independent review of nations’
subsidies and reform efforts by international organizations as well as by their peers. While the
Kyoto Protocol reflected the culmination of a climate-focused negotiation process, the
Pittsburgh agreement was part of a multi-issue leaders’ declaration, which provided opportunities for issue linkage.
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The Pittsburgh agreement represents a Bpledge, implement, review^ framework, akin
to pledge and review proposals for climate policy (Schelling 2002; Pizer 2007). Given
the importance of engaging all large countries in combating climate change, the
Pittsburgh G-20 is a valuable example of the design of a plurilateral agreement characterized by developed and developing countries’ actions. Prior to 2009, the international
climate policy debate had been plagued by an anachronistic dichotomy, dating to 1992,
that required mitigation effort by about 35 industrialized countries, but no specified
mitigation contributions by the rest of the world. This dichotomy failed to reflect changes
in developing countries’ ability to mitigate emissions as well as their dramatic emissions
growth (Aldy and Stavins 2012).
Subsequent to the Pittsburgh summit, heads of state personally negotiated the 2009
Copenhagen Accord that represents another version of Bpledge, implement, and review.^
Copenhagen is the first international climate agreement that included mitigation actions by
developed and developing countries. In the Copenhagen Accord, leaders agreed on a much
more robust transparency regime than included in past agreements: expanding measurement,
reporting, and verification of developed countries’ mitigation and establishing a system of
international consultations and analysis for developing country mitigation. International consultations and analysis requires regular reporting on emission mitigation subject to expert,
third-party review and a facilitative sharing of views among nations.6 Such transparency over
emission mitigation could build trust among countries and increase credibility in a pledge,
implement, and review regime. It can also promote learning about effective mitigation
strategies and inform future pledges.
The ultimate assessment of any climate change mitigation agreement rests on its
impact on greenhouse gas emissions. Taken at face value, the Kyoto Protocol was a
success. Industrialized countries’ green house gas emissions were 10–15 % below their
1990 levels over 2008–2012 (UNFCCC n.d.), beating the Protocol’s aggregate goal of
1990 -5 % over the first commitment period.7 Nonetheless, global carbon dioxide
emissions grew nearly 60 % over 1990–2012, and the rate of growth in the decade after
the Kyoto talks more than doubled the rate leading up to the talks (Aldy 2013). In
contrast, the International Energy Agency (2010) estimates that eliminating all fossil fuel
subsidies would reduce global CO2 emissions by about 6 % by 2020 and represent a
10 % reduction in global emissions by 2050. Realizing these emission reductions, of
course, will require meaningful domestic policy reforms. Since the fall in oil prices
began in 2014, several G-20 countries have moved forward with subsidy reforms,
including India and Indonesia. Others have claimed that the medium-term time frame
in the in the agreement calls for a longer phase-out – over 2020 or even later, while some
countries, like the United States, have proposed to eliminate fossil fuel subsidies but
failed to secure legislative passage. Finally, as noted below, there are also countries, such
as Saudi Arabia and Russia whose combined subsidies are on the order of $100 billion,
that claim they have no domestic fossil fuel subsidies and thus have no plans to change
the way they price fuels and electricity.
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4 Why coordinate on domestic fossil fuel subsidy reform?
Coordination among a small group of nations to deliver on emission-reduction activities or
policy reforms begs questions about why these countries seek to work with other nations.8 If
these countries would have taken such actions anyway – because they are in each of these
nations’ narrow self-interest – then what are the returns to international coordination? For
example, why would governments negotiate a plurilateral agreement calling for eliminating
fossil fuel subsidies that would appear, on strict benefit-cost grounds, to be in each country’s
interest to undertake unilaterally?
The political economy of subsidy reform may yield a more ambiguous policy prescription than a standard social welfare analysis. Within some governments, ministers
may hold differing views on the need for reforming energy prices. The G-20 may provide
an opportunity to influence domestic policy debates and weaken domestic opposition to
subsidy reform. The G-20 is largely run through finance ministries and an international
agreement calling for the elimination of fossil fuel subsidies could legitimize policy
reforms that finance ministries generally support. In this way, the finance ministries use
an international agreement to constrain domestic economic policy (Gourevitch 1978).
This may be especially important in contexts in which finance ministries face opposition
to the idea of subsidy reform within their respective governments, and an international
agreement could create international pressure supporting their position. If there is not an
influential voice in the government favoring the international agreement – e.g., the
United States in 2001 on the Kyoto Protocol – then the constraints that such an
agreement could impose would be insufficient to secure domestic implementation
(Putnam 1988).
In some countries, concentrated special interests could support fossil fuel subsidies, such as
industrial beneficiaries. These special interests could argue that low fuel prices are necessary
from an economic competitiveness standpoint if their trade partners also subsidize fossil fuels.
A similar line of reasoning applies to trade policy.9 The political economy of special interests
help explain why governments maintain trade barriers, even if on net they hurt domestic
consumers more than they help domestic producers (Grossman and Helpman 1994). Trade
policy provides another analog for strategic behavior and coordination of subsidy reforms. A
government may decide it is in its best interest to lower tariffs, but may wait to do so until it
has secured tariff reductions among trade partners. Likewise, a government may delay subsidy
reform unless it knows that other similar countries are undertaking comparable reforms.10 A
plurilateral agreement could facilitate reciprocal actions that weaken the position of the special
interests that support the status quo.
By negotiating a fossil fuel subsidies reform agreement as part of a broader leaders’
declaration, the G-20 can effectively link issues in the negotiation in order to secure a positive
outcome on a large set of issues (Mayer 2010). Moreover, for the developing countries, many
of which have been clamoring for a seat at the table of a G-# meeting, agreeing to sound
economic policy such as this subsidy phase-out could be considered part of the new responsibilities as a member of the leading BG^ group. Leaders who deliver domestic benefits from
8
Given the emergence of small group efforts – see Stewart et al. 2013 for numerous examples – this is a question
germane to many building block approaches to international climate policy.
9
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other elements of the G-20 declarations can leverage the associated public support for
potentially more divisive agreements such as fossil fuel subsidy reform.
An international agreement that implements transparency provisions – such as information
collection and dissemination by international organizations – can reduce costs to the parties to
the agreement (Hafner-Burton et al. 2012). By tapping the expertise of an international
organization, an international agreement could facilitate information transmission to domestic
publics, convey the case for the policy reform, and reduce domestic opposition (Thompson
2006b). By providing an independent assessment of a country’s effort and a comparison with
the effort of its peers, regular policy surveillance can legitimize domestic policies (Francois
2001). Leaders often reference summit declarations when communicating to their respective
domestic audiences on the rationale for their policies (Putnam 1988). Drawing from the results
of a transparency mechanism can only strengthen the case for leaders when engaging their
domestic publics – when they are making clear progress in implementing their commitments –
but raise the costs to those leaders who are failing to make progress.
Working through a targeted, small group process may provide an opportunity for learning.
Governments may recognize that reducing subsidies would yield net social benefits, but they
may not know how to design and implement a politically effective reform strategy.
Coordination on policy transparency provides for learning that could inform successful
domestic reform.

5 Lessons from the G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement for climate policy
The G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement illustrates potential lessons for the design and
implementation of both targeted, small-group climate policy efforts as well as multilateral
climate agreements.

5.1 Focus on transparency
As a result of norms, technical capacity, and political will, countries may differ in the
forms and stringency of actions that they could take to address climate change risks.
Plurilateral and multilateral agreements can reflect this heterogeneity in action while
maintaining consistency across countries in the policy surveillance and review of these
actions. Keohane (1994) emphasizes the importance of information-producing institutions to facilitate collaboration among nations. Wettestad (2007) also notes the positive
relationship between public information about nations’ performance under an agreement
and the trust it builds. Designing implementation institutions that enable countries to
learn of the comparability of their respective efforts as well as the adequacy of their
aggregate efforts can play an important role in building support for collaborative
international action (Aldy and Pizer 2015).
By providing an independent assessment of a country’s effort and a comparison with the
effort of its peers, regular surveillance can legitimize domestic policies by highlighting
reciprocal actions by other countries. Political leaders who push for their nations to take on
more ambitious climate change risk reduction policies could benefit from an institution
collecting and publicizing information on their actions. Public information about a nation’s
actions can empower its leaders and stakeholders to call on and pressure that nation to deliver
on its commitments.
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For those countries failing to deliver policy reforms in line with their commitments, a
credible review mechanism could improve the efficacy of Bnaming and shaming.^ In other
international policy contexts, such as human rights, naming and shaming has had some
positive impacts in reducing human rights violations (Hafner-Burton 2008; Krain 2012). In
other environmental policy contexts, such as the U.S. Toxic Release Inventory, the disclosure
of a firm’s toxic pollution contributed to both adverse stock market responses and subsequent
voluntary reductions in emissions (Konar and Cohen 1997).

5.2 Employ expert review
In designing a system of transparency, expert review by third parties can serve as a credible
source of information. Drawing from experts among various international organizations to
evaluate fossil fuel subsidy reforms mirrors the approaches taken by the IMF, OECD, and the
World Trade Organization (Aldy 2013, 2014), but not the status quo under the UNFCCC. As
Levi (2009) notes, the reports produced as the result of expert reviews in international policy
contexts have served to inform domestic policy and international negotiations. The surveillance process can also highlight the successful efforts to reduce such subsidies and to illustrate
possible strategies that other countries could emulate as they implement their commitments.
Relying on external experts at established international organizations also mitigates concerns about politicization of the transparency mechanism and allows for a rapid ramping up of
the review process. A potential limitation of relying on existing international organizations,
however, may be the legitimacy of those with incomplete memberships. For example, some
developing countries may question reviews by the International Energy Agency, whose
membership is comprised of developed nations.

5.3 Employ peer review
Coupling peer review with expert review enhances transparency on implementation, and can
empower domestic stakeholders as well as peer nations’ within the G-20 to apply pressure to
push a country to deliver on its commitment. The quality and productivity of peer engagement
– a review of a peer’s commitments as well as a facilitative discussion to understand a peer’s
program, objectives, and political economy – will reflect the quality of the expert review and
transparency regime. Nations may initiate an informal bilateral dialogue with those nations
lagging far behind (to pressure them to do more) or demonstrating accomplishment (to learn
how to follow their lead). The peer review process could employ the outputs of the expert
review to compare actions, policies, and outcomes among a set of peer countries. Such a
process could frame opportunities for pressuring peers, especially the laggards, to do more in
the next round of negotiations. This could also serve to inform one’s own domestic constituencies about comparable efforts among peers and potentially influence coalition-building and
advocacy in a peer country’s domestic political sphere.
There are pros and cons of conducting peer review in the G-20 framework. Levi (2009)
called for a climate policy review mechanism in the G-20 or Major Economies Forum because
Breviews will only be useful if they are coupled with an effective forum for high-level political
engagement^ (p. 4). The downside of peer review through the G-20 is that the entire suite of
issues addressed at each summit renders fossil fuel subsidies as a second-tier consideration. As
a result, countries may exert only limited peer pressure on subsidies, recognizing that the key
negotiations at a given summit may rest on more pressing issues at the top of the G-20 agenda.
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Of course, this expanded set of issues addressed in the G-20 could provide for issue linkage to
leverage progress on subsidy reform. The large array of issues on the G-20 agenda may have
facilitated the support and agreement on the fossil fuel subsidies reform proposal in the first
place (e.g., Mayer 2010 on issue linkage in negotiations). Engaging heads of state on fossil
fuel subsidy reform may spur action that may not be attainable in fora with lower-level
participation.

5.4 Permit an open club approach
The G-20 agreement explicitly invites non-G-20 countries to follow suit in eliminating their
fossil fuel subsidies and provides an opportunity for non-G-20 members to participate in peer
review. For example, the Friends of Fossil Fuel Subsidy Reform – including Costa Rica,
Denmark, Ethiopia, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland – participate in the G-20
peer review process. This open club approach increases information flow and supports broader
learning about effective ways to implement subsidy reform. Learning about effective reform
efforts can then spillover to countries outside of the G-20 club. Policy surveillance in an open
club framework promotes the dissemination of information and knowledge, a public good, that
could benefit club members by leveraging subsidy reform outside of the club, i.e., de facto optin to the fossil fuel subsidies agreement. (Victor 2007).

5.5 Demonstrate proof of concept in targeted, small group efforts
Given the lack of progress in designing a successful, comprehensive international climate
policy architecture, one of the key motivations for targeted, small group efforts is to identify
actions and processes that can successfully result in lowering greenhouse gas emissions. A
well-designed transparency regime can provide the information necessary to demonstrate
whether the small-group process delivered on its objectives. It can illustrate the most effective
reforms and highlight potential opportunities for scaling up the effort to a larger set of countries
or even to the full UNFCCC negotiations. Periodic information collection and analysis can
also benefit goal-setting and implementation in iterative negotiation processes, such as in
Thompson’s (2006a) adaptive management scheme for international climate policy.
Working in a smaller group of similar countries may permit a more extensive system of
policy surveillance. For example, the G-20 members have substantially more resources and
bureaucratic competency than the average of the UNFCCC membership. Thus, G-20 members
can draw on the technical expertise of their bureaucracies – and in some cases their civil
societies and academia – to experiment with ideas for effective policy surveillance.
Demonstrating a well-functioning system of policy surveillance for the largest developed
and developing countries can then serve as a model for large-group contexts, such as the
UNFCCC.
There is a challenge, however, in eliciting interest by some governments – or specific
interests or ministries within a government – in implementing and attempting to scale up
specific, small-group efforts. For example, consider that 30 G-20 and APEC nations agreed to
eliminate their fossil fuel subsidies.11 The risks posed by climate change served as one of the
primary motivations for both agreements. In 2010, 24 of these nations Bassociated^ with the
Copenhagen Accord and 22 Binscribed^ greenhouse gas emission goals, actions, and policies
11
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with their association. None of these countries listed fossil fuel subsidy elimination in their
mitigation policy inscriptions. This suggests that some countries did not view the G-20
agreement as a building block for their respective domestic contributions to mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions. It may also reflect heterogeneity of preferences within a government and a country’s domestic politics. Or it could reflect a fundamental lack of policy
coordination among finance ministries that support G-20 negotiations and environment and
foreign ministries that participate in UNFCCC negotiations.

5.6 Define clearly the policy objective
What does it mean to Bphase out and rationalize… inefficient fossil fuel subsidies?^ The
international community does not have a standard definition for fossil fuel subsidies (Joint
Reports 2010a). The ambiguity in the objective may have permitted leaders to reach agreement
on subsidy reform in 2009.12 Such ambiguity, however, complicates efforts to evaluate
progress. If countries do not agree on what subsidies are, then that undermines the measurement and assessment in policy surveillance, which is necessary to inform policy management,
effective peer engagement, and demonstration of policy success.
The G-20 governments have not agreed on a definition of fossil fuel subsidies and decided
to defer to each country in how it defines such subsidies. International organizations, such as
the IMF and IEA, typically employ the Bprice gap^ approach (IMF 2013; IEA 2010). Under
this approach, the retail price for fuel in a given country is compared to a benchmark market
price, e.g., the market price at an international trading hub. The estimated subsidy reflects the
gap – effectively the opportunity cost – between the in-country price and its benchmark.
A variety of policy measures could be classified as a fossil fuel subsidy under this price gap
approach. In many countries, the government regulates the price of fuels and electricity. In
some cases, the government employs a formula that permits the price of fuels to move – with a
lag – with underlying market forces (China and Jordan have employed this approach (Fattouh
and El-Katiri 2012)). Other countries make a determination of the price of fuels as a part of an
annual budget process, such as in Cameroon (IMF 2011). Still other nations employ an
opaque, ad hoc process that does not change fuel prices regularly, such as Saudi Arabia
(Fattouh and El-Katiri 2012). Subsidies may also be implemented through vouchers, in-kind
assistance, or even incomplete bill collection.
Saudi Arabia has indicated that it does not believe it subsidizes gasoline and diesel because
the products are sold at prices above the marginal cost for extracting and refining Saudi crude
oil. Under this perspective, there are no explicit government outlays, which some countries
view as necessary for a subsidy. For countries with a national oil company and price setting
below market prices, the fuel subsidies may not involve government outlays but instead
reduced revenues from the oil company to the national treasury. In this interpretation, the
opportunity cost of the fuel is irrelevant.
On the other extreme, the IMF has employed a broader, full social cost measure that counts
a given country’s fuel prices as subsidized if they do not appear to reflect the opportunity cost
of the fuel and its full social cost, e.g., pollution, climate, and congestion externalities. This socalled Bafter-tax^ approach yields dramatically higher estimates of fuel subsidies of about $2
trillion, four times the $500 billion estimate under the price gap approach (IMF 2013). This
approach is quite peculiar, since very few countries have set their energy fiscal regimes as a
12
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function of fossil fuel externalities. Instead, the after-tax price for energy in many developed
countries reflects either a user fee perspective (e.g., U.S. motor fuel taxes) or the need to
generate general revenue for the treasury (e.g., many European nations). These nations have
revealed their preference politically for alternative approaches to addressing pollution externalities, such as emission-reduction or efficiency mandates for energy-using physical capital,
like power plants and automobiles. The IMF is effectively combining fossil fuel subsidies, as
defined through the price gap approach, and its preferred objective that countries implement
environmental taxes in its estimated measure of subsidies.
These various perspectives on what constitutes a fossil fuel subsidy have resulted in a wide
range of estimates. Table 2 illustrates this substantial variation, with examples of countries’
self-identified fossil fuel subsidies, IEA estimates, and IMF full social cost estimates. Some
countries, such as Saudi Arabia, Russia, and China report zero consumption subsidies, despite
IEA estimates on the order of $30–$60 billion (and IMF estimates a factor of 2–10 times
greater). The IMF Bpost-tax^ measure is two orders of magnitude larger than the OECD
estimated subsidies for the United States. This dramatic variation risks clouding, instead of
clearing up, the picture of fossil fuel subsidies in practice among some of the largest economies
in the world. If the countries participating in the agreement cannot reach agreement on what
constitutes the policy objective, then it may undermine efforts to employ transparency to
highlight success and to shame failure in delivering on the subsidies phase-out agreement.

5.7 Applying lessons to climate policy
In light of these lessons, let me suggest some specific ways for designing more effective
transparency in international climate policy. First, countries should structure their contributions
to facilitate transparency and review. Clear, objective characterizations of contributions – such
as an emissions target, a carbon price, or an unambiguous policy change (e.g., elimination of

Table 2 2011 Fossil fuel subsidies, identified by G-20 members, IEA, OECD, and IMF (Billion USD)
Country

Self-Identified
subsidies

Production subsidies
(OECD)

Consumption subsidies
(OECD/IEA)

IMF BPost-tax^
consumption subsidies

Canada

<1

1

2

27

China

0

–

31

280

Indonesia
India

15
14

–
–

21
40

45
84

Germany

2

3

3

22

Japan

0

<1

<1

46

Russia

0

–

40

120
112

Saudi Arabia

0

–

61

South Korea

<1

<1

2

17

4

6

6

517

USA

G-20 nations’ self-identified subsidies are from the summary of progress reports (G-20 2012). China, Japan, and
Saudi Arabia did not submit progress reports in 2012. They each reported no Binefficient fossil fuel subsidies^ in
2010 (G-20 2010). Developed countries production and consumption subsidies are from the OECD (2013).
Developing countries consumption subsidies are from IEA (2013). The BPost-Tax^ consumption subsidies have
been calculated based on Appendix 4 of IMF (2011, 2013) country GDP estimates available through the World
Economic Outlook database.
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fossil fuel subsidies) – would enable subsequent review. Countries could include descriptions
of their implementation strategies and provide data and their own analysis to demonstrate the
credibility of their pledged contribution and promote its assessment. Such elements could be
formalized in the emerging intended nationally determined contributions under the UNFCCC
negotiations, and reflect an evolution from the tasking of energy and finance ministers to
identify subsidies and develop a phase-out plan under the G-20 agreement.
Second, the review mechanism for these contributions should identify environmental,
economic, and energy outcomes of a country’s effort to implement its pledge. This would
be similar to the analyses produced in the international organizations joint reports on fossil fuel
subsidies. The climate reviews would also evaluate the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of
domestic policies and highlight those success stories for potential use in other nations. The
review could also apply specific metrics of effort to enable comparison of mitigation effort
across countries (see Aldy and Pizer 2015).
Third, the UNFCCC could task experts at existing international organizations to
conduct the expert review of countries’ contributions. These experts could conduct ex
ante review of proposed contributions as well as ex post review on the implementation of
the contributions. The international organizations could also develop data collection and
analysis standards and train staff working in low-capacity countries to implement these
standards. Over time, such reviews could be tasked to a climate-specific permanent staff
(see Victor 2007; Aldy 2013).
Fourth, these expert reviews would serve as inputs into a peer review mechanism. To
demonstrate how such peer reviews could work, the Major Economies Forum could serve as a
testing ground for this new transparency model. For example, two countries could be identified
as the lead for the review of a third MEF country (akin to the process in OECD economic
policy reviews, see Aldy 2014). The reviews would be open to non-MEF members, to take
advantage of potentially relevant expertise outside of the MEF, to assess how the review model
could be applied to smaller countries, and to encourage policy knowledge and evaluation
spillovers to more countries.

6 Conclusions
The G-20 fossil fuel subsidies agreement represents an important example of a
plurilateral approach to mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. The agreement focuses
on rationalizing fuel prices, which, given the significant fiscal demands subsidies place
in many nations, is in many countries own self-interest. The emission reductions forecast
under complete fossil fuel subsidy elimination would exceed those delivered by the
Kyoto Protocol.
The extensive attention focused on the design of policy surveillance under the G-20
agreement yields important lessons and insights for additional plurilateral agreements as
well as the broader UNFCCC negotiations. Given the growing role of pledge and review
in both plurilateral and multilateral climate negotiations, the expert and peer review
mechanisms called for by G-20 leaders can serve as a model for these alternative fora.
Such policy surveillance can provide opportunities for learning and actionable information, which have been missing under the UNFCCC process. The ambiguity and dramatic
range of fossil fuel subsidy estimates also deliver a cautionary tale for the need to
identify explicit policy objectives in order to facilitate clarity in the review process.
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